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EXECUTIVE   COUNCIL   2008-2009    

 

 BCITRA  

OBJECTIVES    

•    Preserve  and  promote   the  spirit    

of  friendship   formed   by  members    

while  employed   at  BCIT;     

•    Provide  a  supportive   bond    

while  publicizing   information    

beneficial  co  chosewho  have    

retired;    

•    Provide  a  medium   by  which    
 

Left  to  Right:    Front  row:  Ed  Warkentin,   Clarence  Diebold,   TedHoward,   Karl  Boerner,   Chris  Barnard,  
 Alan   Barnard,   Margot   Allingham    

 Back row:  Ted  Marchant,   Derek  Knox,  Ray  Bremner,  Murray   Sharp,  TedScratchley  
 (Bob  Wagner-  missing  from   photo)    

 members   may  assist  each  other   in  

 retirement:    

•    Support   the  values  and  objectives  

 ofBCIT.     

 
 

FELLOWSHIP   AND  TRAVEL    

 

In  April,  2008,   our  annual  spring    

luncheon  buffet  cook  us  co  Fore    

Langley  and  the  famous  Bedford  House    

restaurant.  We  could  not   have  chosen    

a  better  day  with  warm  sunshine   and  a    

classic  British  car  rally  and  show  co  boot     

(no  pun  intended).  I  know   many  ofour    

members   enjoyed  talking  co  che  owners    

 

included  delicious  seafood.  There    

were  door  prizes  for  almost   everyone    

and  the  buffet  was  better   than  ever.    

The  lucky  winner   ofthe  50/50   draw    

wasJohn   Rehaluk.    

 Moving  on  co  future   travel,  no  long    

trips  are  planned  are  planned  for  2009    

but,  instead,  several  inexpensive   one-day    

 

2009   EXCURSIONS    

BOWEN   ISLAND    
This  20  square  mile  island  known    

as  The   Rock  straddles   two  distinct    

biological  zones,  a  situation   found    

nowhere   else  in  Canada.   The   first    

zone  is  the  dry  coastal  Douglas   firzone    

of  Aston   Martins,  Jaguars,   Morgans,   and        outings   are  in  the  development   phase.    with  a  Mediterranean-like   climate    

Healys  down  co  vintage  Morris   Garage    

sedans.  I  wonder   what  surprises  chis  

year's  spring  lunch   will  conjure  up.   

 InDecember,   2008,  we  had  our  

 usual  outstanding   Christmas   lunch   at    

Cheers   in  North   Vancouver.  Noc  only    

did  we  have  our  own  private  buffet,  we    

could  also  join   the  public   buffet  which    

Three   excursions  will  be  arranged   for    

April,  May,  and/or  June.  Look  for  the  

arrival  by  pose  of  the  BCITRA    activity    

brochure   and  sign-up   form  in  early    

spring.  You  can  also  check  our  webpage    

www.bcitra.ca   for  future  events.    

and  some  of  the  largest  remaining    
forests  and  woodlands   of  arbutus   and    

Douglas   fir.  The   second  zone  is  one    

ofthe   wettest   regions  in  the  world.    

While   visiting  The  Rock,  we  hope   co    

see  eagle,  raven,  cormorant,   great  blue    

heron,  great  horned   owl,  barred   owl,    

calliope  hummingbird,   Pacific  tree    
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FRASER  VALLEY   WINERY   TOUR    
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frog,  and  black-tailed   deer  (the  reason     

 
 

This  daytrip  will  be  a  gardener's  and    

for   all  the  call  fences).  There   are  some    a  photographer's   dream  come  true  as    

excellent  restaurants   and  pubs  aswell  as    

hiking  trails  for  all  abilities.  Snug  Cove    

waterfront   is  a  delightful   place   co  scroll    

we  enjoy  traipsing  through  che  tulips  

 cogecher.  InApril  and   May,  massive    

plantings   of  spring  bulbs  are  in  full    

and  the  Cottage   Museum  will  allow· you        bloom,  along  with  great  displays   of     

co  step  back  in   time  co  the  1920s   and  see    rhododendrons   and  azaleas.  InJune,   the    

the  life  that  your  parents   may  have  lived.        lace-blooming   bulbs  extend  spring   into    

Point   of  interest:   Bowen  Island  is    early  summer,   and   the  perennial,  early    

about   the  same  size  as  Manhattan   Island.       annuals,  and  rose  gardens  begin   co  burst    SENIORS  

Manhattan   has  over  70,000   people   per    
square  mile  while  Bowen  has  only  17.   

bloom.   
 INFORMATION    AND    

MINTER   GARDENS    There  are  more  than  a  dozen  wineries         RESOURCES    

Yes,  you  could  cake  a  virtual   tour  of     

Mincer  Gardens  online  but  chat  won't     

even  come  close  co  the  experience   of    

visiting  in  person   and   delighting   in  che    

scenes   and  sights  of   12  themed   gardens    

in  the  Fraser  Valley    

and  what  better   way    

co  discover  some  new    

caste  treats  than  on    

a  relaxing,  safe,   non    

BC   Medical   Services  Plan     

Government    medical   services   plan    

www.healch.gov.  be.ca    

800-663-7100    

with   massive  flower  displays  in  each.   driving  tour.   
BC   Ministry  of  Health     

Seniors   information   line  for  health    

www.govbc.ca/healthservices    

800-465-4911    

THE   HISTORY   OF  THE   BC  FLAG    

 

Income   Security   Programs    

The   cop  portion   of  the  flag  consists   of  a  British  Union  Jack  with  a  gold  King  Edward    

crown  in  its  centre;  representing   che  province's   origins   as  a  British  colony.  The   bottom    

section   of  the  flag  consists  of  seven  alternating  blue  and  white  horizontal   wavy  stripes    

with  the  setting  sun  below.  The    

Information   on  Canada's  public    

pensions  

www.hrsdc.gc.ca    

 800777-99    

design  is  similar  to  the  shield  on  the    

province's  coat  of  arms.   

The  fourwhite   and  three  \.vavy    

blue  lines  symbolize  che  province's    

location   between   che  Pacific   Ocean    

and  the  Rocky  Mountains.  The     

 

PharmaCare    

Assistance  for  eligible   prescription   drugs    

and  designated   medical  supplies    

www.health.govbc.ca/pharme    

8000    

setting   sun  represents   the  fact     

chat   British   Columbia   is  Canada's    

western-most   province.  The  sun    

may  also  reflect  the  provincial    

motto  "Splendor   sine   occasu"    

(beauty  chat  never  diminishes).   

The  British   Columbia   flagwas  introduced   on  june  14,   1960   by  Premier    

 

Public  Guardian   &  Trustee  BC    

Assistance   in  managing  finances  and     

legal  matters    

700  -   800  W   Hastings   St.,   Vancouver    

www.cruscee.bc.ca    

604-660-444    

W.A.C.   Bennett,   and  was  first   flown  on  board  the  BC  Ferries  vesselQueen   of  Sidney.   

 Some  early  versions  of  the  flag were  reversed,   with   the  UnionJack  on  the  bottom.  

This  was  changed   as  it  conflicted  with   the  expression   "The   sun  never  sets   on  the    

British  Empire."    

 

Veterans   Affairs   Canada    

Services  and  benefits  for  veterans    

www.vac-acc.gc.ca/   general    

800-52122    
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BCITRA   FAMILY   HISTORY   GROUP    

 

by  Alan   Barnard        good  old  fashioned   paper  research   into    

 

has  led  to  many  firmly  established     

Our   family  history     
original  birth,   marriage,  and  death     friendships  atnong   chose  who  share  a    

group   has  been    registers  plus  the  invaluable  old   censuses        common  ancestor.    

 going  for  quite  a  

longtime  now  and,    

unfortunately,   is    

the  only  successful    

regularly  scheduled     

activity  for  BCIT     

retirees  and  their     

family  or  friends.    

We  are  not   a  large  group  but   our     

discussions  are  alwaysenjoyable.   

We  have  also  had  several  successes  in    

the  last  year  with   discoveries  ofdetails    

about  ancestors  whofought   in  WW!.     

Although   most   ofour  research  to  date    

has  been   centred  in  North   America  and     

the  British   Islessome  ofus  also  have    

roots  screeching  back  co  the  European    

continent.  Searchers  from  anywhere  in     

the  world  would  in  fact  be  welcome  to    

now  available  for  so  many  places.    
One  of  the  newest  and  most  powerful    

cools  chat  has  become  available  is  the    

application   ofDNA   testing.  No!  We  

don't  go  around  digging  up  old  bones  as    

some  people   imagine.  All  the  testing  is    

for  living  people  and   involves  aportion     

ofthe   DNA  which   is  considered   to  be    

'junk  DNA'   to  all scientists  ocher  than    

genealogists  because it  does  not   contain    

any  elements  ofhealth   or  character    

traits,  etc.    

There   are  two  types  ofDNA     

used  for  testing,   mitochondrial  and     

Y-chromosome.  The  most  valuable  from    

the  point   ofview  offamily surname    

research  is  the  Y-Chromosome   or    

Y-DNA   as  it  is  usually  called.  Just  as  a  

surname   ispassed  from  father   to  son    

Mitochondrial   DNA,  on   the  other     
hand,  is  passed  down  by  amother  to    
both   daughters  and  sons,  bur  only  the     

daughters  can  pass  it  on.  It  does  indicate    

the  ancient   female  origins  but  because  in    

n1anysocieties  the  females  name  changes    

with   marriage,  it   is  not   asvaluable    

in  following  aparticular  surname.   

Females  can  also  trace  their  maiden    

names,  however,  by persuading   a  father,    

brother   or  cousin  to  be  tested.  In  fact,    

that  happens  very  frequently   because    

it  is  certainly  my  impression  that   more    

females  are  involved   in  family  research    

than   males,  and  there  are  severalwomen    

 involved  in  a  DNA   surname  group   of  

which   I  am  the  administrator.   

Our   meetings   are  held  at  7:00  pm     

on  the  first  Wednesday  ofevery  month     

join   us  because  there  are  commonalties    

in  research   techniques   for  any  ancestry.   

 from  Januaryto  June,  and  in   October  

passed  down  from  father  to  son  virtually        and  November   in   the  BCITRA   office    

Genealogy  or  familyhistory  is  one    

ofthe   fastest  growing  activities  in  the     

world  with   more  and  more  people  

 becoming  interested   in  the  roots  of  their     

families,  and  chishas  accelerated  with     

the  wealth   of  genealogical  materials    

now  available  on  the  Internet   to  support     

unchanged   over  the  generations.  This  is    
invaluable  in  determiningiftwomales    
are  related  or   nor  and  has  given  rise    

co  manyresearchers  finding  hitherto    

unknown  cousins.  These  cousins  can    

then  compare   their   research,  which    

usually  assists  one  or  both,  and   this    

located  in  Room   150,  Building   NE9,    
on   the  Burnaby  campus.  The   building   is    
opposite  the  BCAA  building  on   Canada    

Way  and  all  are  welcome.   Further     

information   can  be  obtained   by calling     

me  at  604-299-7155.    

 
 
 

 Have  you  everthought  ofwriting  down  the  history  ofyour  life?It is  agreat  Legacyto  leave  
foryour  children  and  yourfriends.   Here'san  article  that  might  inspireyou...    
 

HOW  TO  WRITE  AN  AUTOBIOGRAPHY.    

SOURCE:http://www.wikihow.com/Write-an-Autobiography    
 

Whether  you  have  enjoyed   a  life  well    

 

l.    Understand  your  reasons  for     

 

primary   motivation,  keep  in   mind     

lived  or  suffered  through  a  life  ofhard    writing  an  autobiography.Your    that,  unlessyou  have  some  renown,    

ships  and   mistakes,  you  probably  have    autobiographywill  turn  out   best  if     your  story  will  be  ahard  sell.While     

an  interesting  tale  to  cell.  Writing  an     youwrite  it   simplybecause  youwant     it's  possibleto  sell  abook   about   a    

autobiography   is  an  ideal  way  co  capture    co,perhaps   to  share  the  experiences    relatively  unknown  person,  the  book     

the  stories  ofyour  life  and   the  times    

you've  lived  in,  and  unless  you're  famous,    

ofyour  life  with   ochers,  to  give  as    

a  gift  for  your  family,  to  cry  and     

really  has  to   be  somethingspecial.  

This   means  thatyou,  the  writer,    

an  autobiography  or  memoirs  may  be    understand  your  life  and  the  forces    need   to  care  most  about  the  story,    

the  only  waythose  stories  gee  preserved    that   have  shaped  you,  to  preserve    not   the  money.   

intact  ...  there's  no  time  like  the  present     your  legacy,  or  simply  to  exercise    

to  start   writing  about  your  past.    your  desire  to  write.  If money   isyour    continued   onpage  8    
Page3    
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VANCOUVER   TO  SAN   DIEGO   CRUISE    

 
 
·.   

 
 
·   

 

by  Alan  Barnard    

./.  .    .   \      

/\II":_   drizzly  weather,   a  group  ofBCITRA   members  and  spouses  numbering  ten  in  all.   Our     

\  j      _    first  port   of  call  was  Victoria  and,  thankfully,   the  rain  had  stopped   and  it  was  possible    

j  j  ..  -   to  enjoy  a  pleasant  stroll  around   our  provincial   capital.    

The  first  night  at  dinner,   our  parry  was  split   and  we  sac  at   two  different   cables  with    

::······/      ...  ...     ,     ocher   passengers.  However,   due  to  the  intervention   ofTed  Scratchley,  we  were  all    

··::  ../:.:./·::····./:.::.:-:.:..:::···~      '-  
 ,.,.,,.......  .-...    ~    \   \     

 accommodated   at  the  same  cable  from  the  second  evening  on   and  the  conversation  
was  lively  and  interesting   allowing  us  to  know  each   other   better.   

\     We  went   from  Victoria  to  Seattle  next  and,  although   the  day  was  dull,  at  least  it     

was  not  raining.  On   arriving  in  Seattle,  all  passengers  had   to  leave  the  ship  from  about     

 08:00   until  11  :00  while  customs  officers  went   through  the  ship.  On  returning   to  the  

ship,  every  passenger  had  to  go  through  customs.  Wehad  time  to  tour  the  Pike  Market    

even  though  all  the  stalls  were  not   yet  open,  and  at  one   fish  stall  a  crowd  gathered    

to  watch   quite  big  fresh  salmon   being  thrown  from  one  stall  assistant   co  the  ocher  -     

without   a  single  mishap.  The  biggest  laugh  was  when  one  ofthe   assistants   threw  what    

appeared   to  be  a  sizeable  salmon  at   a  lady  in  the  crowd    

who  ducked   and   tried  co  gee  out   of  the  way.She  joined   in    

 the  laughter  when   it  turned  out   co  be  a  cloth  model  ofa  

salmon.   

Our   next  port   ofcall  was  Astoria,  Portland,  co  find    

free  buses  lining  up  co  cake   passengers  into   town.  One   of     

the  highlights   for   me  was  the  visit  to  the  Astoria  column    

high   on  a  hill  overlooking   the  town   -   which,   by  the  way,    

was  quite   a  bit  larger  than  when   Chris  and  I  visited  n1any    

years  ago.  The  column  was  carved  in  layers  from  the    

bottom   up  starting   in  successive   layers  outlining   the  story  

of  aboriginals   before  the  white  man  arrived  and  ending     

with   the  coming   ofthe  railway  in  1893.   

 After  an  interesting  day  in  Astoria,  we  sailed  on   co    

San  Francisco  which   was  quite   misty  when  we  arrived.  A    

number   of  us  went  on  a  coach  tour  of'Frisco  and  cameras    

were  clicking  left,   right   and  centre  as  we    

saw  the  old  part   ofthe  city  and  n1any of     

the  beautiful  newer  buildings  including  

City  Hall.  The   coach  then   continued   on    

to  the  fort   underneath   the  south   end  of  the    

Golden   Gate  Bridge.    

 After  a  brief  tour   of  the  bridge,  we    

continued  across  the  bridge  co  Sausalito,    

an  enchanting  little  town  where  the  sun    

shone  brilliantly   and  we  experienced   a    

rise  of  about   l0°F  between   there  and  San    

Francisco. ~tea   few  ofus  lunched   on   fish  and  chips  in     

Sausalito   beforecontinuing   on  to  the  Domaine   Carneros    

winery  in   Sonoma  Valley  where  we  sampled  some  nice    

wines,  and   then   on  to  a  second  winery   at  Viansa.  The    

mountains  dividing  the  Sonoma  Valley  from  the  Napa    

Valleyprovided  another   camera  opportunity  in  the    

brilliant   sunshine.   
 
continuedon  page5    
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From   the  diaries   of John  Quincy  Adams,    

sixth   President  of  the  United  States  on    

Wespent   two  days  in  San  Francisco  and,  ofcourse,   spent  some  ofthe  time  visiting    
September  20,   1824:    

Fisherman's  Wharf   -   chat  perennial  tourist   spot.  I  was  absolutely  amazed  at  the    "walked   in  the  burying-yard   and    

number   ofseals  basking  on  the  many  floating  platformsin  the  harbour.  There  were  so    viewed   the  granite  tombstones   erected    

many  that   they  were  piled  on  top  of  each   other   in  layers.  Bue  the  smell  ensured  chat  we    over  the  graves   of  my  ancestors   by    

did  not   stay  too  long!   my  father,  Henry  Adams,  the  first  of    

From  San  Francisco  we  sailed  co  Monterey,  another   beautiful  spot   that  I  had    the  family   who  came  from   England;    

never  visited   before,  and  one  that  Chris  and  I  will  certainly  return   to  as  it  is  so  fresh    Joseph   Adams,  sr.  and   Abigail   Baxter    

I  

I  

and  clean  looking.  Again,  we  were  impressed  by  many  ofthe  lovely  buildings,   and  

 interested   co  see  all  the  different  seabirds,   including  many  pelicans,   also  enjoying  the    

sunshine.    

We  then  set  sail  for  San  Diego  where  we  arrived  22  October,  and  we  packed  in    

preparation  for  leaving  the  Mercury  on   our   arrival  there.  Wehad  a  few  hours  before    

we  caught  theplane  back  to  Vancouver, and  our  hosts  Ron  and  Sharon   of   Cruises    

Abroad  had  arranged  a  very  reasonably  priced   coach  tour   of  the  city  where  we    

his  wife;   John   Adams,  Sr.,  my  father's   

father   and  Susannah   Boylston,   his   wife.    

Four   generations,    of  whom   little   more    

is  known   than   is   recorded   upon   these    

stones.  There  are  three   succeeding    

generations    of  us  no  living.   Pass    

another   century,  and  we  shall  all  be    

visited   Coronado  Island  first   and  then   the  striking   Hotel  Del  Coronado  which  is  of     moldering   in  the   same   dust,   or  resolved    

completely  wood  construction,   before  going  on  to  Balboa  Park  and  its  very  attractive    into   the  same  elements.  Who  then   of    

buildings.  There  are  a  number   of  museums  all  free  of  charge  but,  unfortunately,   time    our  posterity   shall  visit   this   yard?  And    

waslimited.  Finally,  we  visited  a  Mexican  quarter  where  we  had  lunch   in  one  of  the    what  shall   he  read   engraved   upon   the    

little  cafes  there,  then   on  co  the  airport   where  we  bid  goodbye  to  a  very  enjoyable  tour     stones?  This   known   only   to  the  creator    

with   good  con1pany.   of  all.  The   record   may  be  longer.  May  it    

Thanks  go  to  Ted  Scratchley  forhis  efforts  in  arranging  this  tour.    be  of  as  blameless  lives:'    

 
 

RVING  IN  ARGENTINA    

 

by   Elaine   Gibson    
 

On   April  15,   2008,  four  ofus  were    

picked  up  at  10  a.rn.  in  our  hotel  in    

 

 in  Argentina  to   dump  discreetly  

wherever  and  whenever  and  whatever!    

 

high  20s.  Luckily,  the  temperature   got    

colder  and  colder  the  higher  we  went.    

Buenos  Aries,   the  capital  and  largest    To  make  matters  worse,   by  the  time    •    The  outside  coverforthe  fridge    

city  of  Argentina.  Sebastian   from    we  finished   our  mountain  pass    bounced  off  and  disappeared,  leaving    

Andean   Roads  mororhome   rental    adventure,  Betsy's  black  water  tank     a  rather  large  gapinghole.   

(www.andeanroads.com)   cook  us  to  the    

base  n1p ut  an  wayforan    

had  developed   a  cell-tale,   highly    

embarrassing,   unfixable  leak.   

•    The  area  around  the  furnace  vent  

 turned  out   to  be  a  perfect  source  of     

orientation   to  the  RV,our  home  away    •    Wemade  some  ill-advised  route    road  dust  -   sometimes  the  clouds    

I  

from  home  for  the  next  fourweeks.  One    

couple  would  stay  in  the  RVforthe    

first  week,  the  ocher   in  a  hotel  or  B&B    

-   then   reverse.  That  planned  worked    

out  almost  exactly  as  planned   -   except     

choices  resulting  in  the  rear  end     

bottoming  out   and  fiberglass    

bumper  with   four  major  cracks  in    

it   -   hence  the  interesting  experience    

ofnegotiating  repairs.  Yes,  we  were    

ofdust  inside  were  so  thick  that  we    

had  to  put   on  gogglesand  breathing    

devices.  (We  eventually  put   our    

4  brains  together   and  found   that  

multiple   towels  soaked  in  water     

during  our  mountain  pass  shortcut.  

Betsy,   aswe  named  her,was  '  ·  

functional,   but  definitely   not   luxurious,    

successful  -   a  complete   new-looking  

 bumper  with   allcracks  repaired,    

 freshlypainted  sparkling  white  -   for     

served  to  block  the  dust  intake.)    

THE  MOUNTAIN   PASS  SHORTCUT    

with   all  the  basic  necessities  -   except   a    

broom   and  a  fourth   wineglass.    

RV  CHALLENGES:    

•    Betsy  had  holding  tanksforgray  and    

black   water  with   dump  valves  located     

in  an  interior  cupboard   to   be  released    

while  driving  -   it  is  completely  legal    

 about   $300  CDN   -within  24  hours.  

AND,  they  repaired  a  few  scrapes    

 on   the  side  where  we  had  a  close    

encounter   with   a  tree  whileparallel    

parking   on  a  narrow,street   in  Salsa.    

•    The  fridge  quit  working  on  propane  

 -   not   a  desirable  situation  while    

camping  with   a  temperature   in  the    

After  sensiblydeciding  to  take    

pavement  from  Aimagasta  to  Cafayete,    

we  woke  up  the  next   morning,   studied    

the  n1ap,  threw  caution   to  the  wind,     

and  decided  the  alternate  route  didn't     

look  too  bad.  Moreover,   we  thought   it    

would  probably   take  about   the  same    

continued  on  page  6    
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amount   of  time  because  of  our  penchant     

 
 

overnight   rather  than  risk  further    

 
 

as  if  sliced  with  a  cheese  cutter  wich    

for  getting  lost  in   chesmall  towns.   damage  by  driving  in  the  dark.  That     petroglyphs)   ...  both  are  UNESCO    

(The  Argentineans'   contribution   to    meant  one  night   with   all  ofus  sharing    heritage   parks  with  unique   and  awe   

the  environment   seems  to   be  a  strong    the  RV.The   foam  on  the  table   bed  (wide    inspiring  sights  www.worldheritagesite.    

dedication   to  the  conservation   of  wood    enough   for  1.3   people)  was  rather  worn.    org/sites/ischigualastotalampaya.html    

and  metal  forroad  signs.)    Wefound   a  spot   to  pull  over  in  the    

You  1nay get  an  inkling  of  what  we    (literal)   middle  of  nowhere   and  sec   our    

were  in  for  by  the  following  statistics:   our  chairs  co  enjoy  the  breathtaking   stars    

91  km  in  seven  hours  rising  to  3,128  me       and  some   thirst-quenching   Argentinean    

ters.   Highlights:  Ted  spotted   a  tarantula;        malbec.  Shortly   thereafter,  wewere    

we  planted  one  of  our  paper   Canadian    cooking   our   pasta  dinner  when  we  saw    

flags  at  what  \Ve  thought  was  the  peak    a  flashlight   beam  bobbing  down   the    

(but   turned  out  to  be  only  a  measly    road  accompanied   by  serious  barking    

2,800   meters),   successfully  passing  a    from  a  huge  black  dog.  We  chink   our     

one-ton   truck  carrying  goats  on  the  half       husky visitor   was  telling  usto  move  on    

lane  trail,  successfully  passing  a  pickup    but   luckily,  our  Spanish  did  not   allow  us    

carrying  a  cow,discovering   the  world  re    co  understand   so  we  stayed  there  rather    

ally  is  round,   enjoying  the  breathlessness    nervously  overnight.   

and  dizziness   from  the  high  altitude,    

and  caking  pride  in  our  Canadian   spirit    

(I  said  spirit,   not   stupidityl).   

WILDLIFE  EXPERIENCES    

Wehad  the  thrill  of  seeing  one  dead    

and  two  live  foxes,  dozens  of  condors,    

curkey  vultures  (attracted   by  two  dead    

cows  at  the  side  of  the  road),  puma    

cracks  (confirmed   by  ranger),  various    

new  bird   species   which  \Ve  highlighted    

in   our   South  American  bird  book,   and    

three  guanacos   out   of  300  in  a  63,000    COOL  EXPERIENCES:    

hectare  national  park.  The  most   exciting        •    Talkingwith  an  old  man  at   the    

moment   was  seeing  a  herd  of  elusive    roadside   about   his  peppers   drying  in     

vicunas   crossing  the  massive  saleflacs-     the  field  and  then  receivinghis  gift  of     
 
 
The  good  news  about   this  experience  

is  that  we  decided   not   to   drive  across   the    

Andes  co  Chile  over  the  pass  that  goes  

 up  to  4,400  meters.   I  onlyhad  one  nerve    

left   and  it  was  seriously  frayed.  Turns  ouc    

that   lacer   we  ended  up  going  partway  on  

that  pass   and   got   up  co  4,100   meters  -     

literally  breathtaking!    

Once   we  got  off  the  zig-tag of   the    

mountain,   we  had  to  cross  a  rocky,  very    

rocky  desert   plain  with   deep  washouts.   

A  Class  3  Mercedes   Royal  Motor  Home    

is  not  really  designed  forwadi/arroyo    

bashing  and  we  acquired   the  bumper    

 damage  to  prove  it.    

 As  we  witnessed  saguaro  cacti  

silhouetted   against  an  incredibly    

beautiful  sunset,   we  decided   it  would    

what   beautiful  graceful  animals!   These    

shy  creatures   produce   che  softest,  finest    

wool  imaginable.   They  can  be  shorn  

once  every  three  years  so  their  wool  is    

worth  a  fortune  and,  historically,   could    

only  be  worn   by  Inca  royalty.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NATURAL   BEAUTY    

Check  out   the  websites   of  two  parks    

-   lschigualasta  (valley  of  the  moon)    

 a  local  delicacy  -   an  excessively  sweet  

jelly-ish  square  of   a  boiled  fruit  called    

duke  de  memberillo.   

•    Seeing  gauchos   in  their  work  envi    

ronrnent   -   while   on  horseback,  they    

cover  the  front  of  their  legs  with  a  gi    

ant   leather   apron  asprotection   against    

the  world's  most  hostile  thorn   bushes    

and  then  manage   co  gather  cows  and     

goats  in  the  most  challenging  rocky    

and  steep   terrain  imaginable.   

•   A  new  wine  called  Torronres  -   a    

famous  white  produced   only  in   this    

area  from  high-altitude   grapes  and    

delicious  enough   to   almost   convert   us    

from   red.    

•    Watching  people  continuously  ingest    

their  mate.   Pronounced   maray,this    

is  a  type  ofgourd,  often  ornately    

be  prudent   co  can1p  in  the  wilderness    and  Tampalaya   (red  cliffs  that  look    
continued  on  page  7     
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•••    Seen  inpassing...   
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 RED  RED  WINE,    

YOU   MAKE   ME  FEEL  SO  FINE    

 
 

Mirth    

There  is  much  discussion  these  days  about   the  benefits  ofa  moderate   amount   of     

wine,  particularly   red  wine,  it   seems.  Rather  than   researching  websites  sponsored   by    

the  wineries  themselves,  let's  look  at  what  the  Mayo  Clinic  has  to  say.  Here  are  some    

interesting   points  from  www.mayoclinic.com/health/   red-wine:   What   happens  when   the   fog  lifts  in     

•    There  is  evidence  that  drinking   red  wine  mayreduce  your  risk  ofheart   disease    California?     

•    Recent  studies  have  suggested   that  red  and  purple   grape  juices   may  provide  the    UCLA.   

same  heart-healthy   benefits  of  red  wine,   including:    

•    Reducing  the  risk  of  blood  clots    

•    Reducing  low-density   lipoprotein   (LDL,  or  "bad")   cholesterol    

•    Preventing  damage  to  blood  vesselsin  your  heart     

•    Helping  maintain   a  healthy  blood  pressure    

 

What   do  you  call  it  when   it   rains    

chickens  and   ducks?   

Fowl  weather.    

•    Some   researchers  believe  that  resveratrol   might  be  the  key  ingredient   in  red  wine    

that  provides  the  above  benefits    

•    Other   foods   that   contain   some  resveratrol  include  peanuts,  blueberries  and    

cranberries    

Did  you  hear  about   the  self-help  group  

forcompulsive   talkers?  It's  called  On  &     

On   Anon.   

While   the  news  about   red  wine  might   sound  great  ifyou  enjoy  a  glass  ofred  wine    

with   your  evening  meal,   doctors  are  wary  ofencouraging   anyone  co  drink   alcohol    

because  of  its  harmful  effects  on  your  body.   

If you  already  drink  red  wine,  do  so  in  moderation.  Moderate  drinking  is  defined    

 as  an  average  of  two  drinks  adayfor  men  and  one  drink   a  day  for  women.  A  drink  

 is  defined   as  12  ounces  ofbeer,  5  oz.  ofwine  or   1.5  oz.  of80-proof  distilled  spirits.    

The  limit  for  men  is  higher  because  men  generally  weigh  more  and  have  more  ofan    

enzyme  that   metabolizes  alcohol  than  women   do.   

 

I  was  having  lunch  with  my  daughter    

Rachel,  who's  three,  at  our   local  mall    

and  was  feeling  particularly  macho  for    

a  66-year-old.  All  morning  I  noticed    

women  had  been  smiling  at  me  and    

giving  me  the  eye.    

So  one  question   remains  -   what  about   the  benefits   ofwhite  wine  and  beer?  Well,    

we'll  savethat  information  for  another  newsletter.  Perhaps  one  of  you  will  volunteer     

to  check  out   the  answer.   

Getting  up  to   leave  the  table,  I  ran    

my  fingers  through  myhair-and    

discovered  two  yellow-ducky  barrettes    
 

continued  from  page  6  
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 that  had   been  lovingly  placed  there  

hours   before.    

 

decorated  with   silver,from  which  you    

drink   the  mate  leaves  and  buds  (called    

yerba,  they  are  from  an  evergreen  tree    

which   ispart   oftheholly  family).  It  is    

sipped   through   a  silver  straw  flattened  

 at  one  end  and  with   a  sieve-spoon    

at  the  other.The   active   ingredient,    

mateine,  is  a  milder  stimulant  than    

caffeine  and   "helps  to  release  muscular    

energy,  pace  the  heartbeat  and  aid  res  

piration"   -   with   "laxative,  diuretic   and    

sweat-making   properties   -   effective  at    

purging  toxins  and  fat".Almost   eve  

ryone  carries  a  thermos  ofhot   water    

co  replenish   the  leavesthroughout   the    

day  ...  we  bought  some  of  the  tea  but     

 given  the  properties  just   described,  

haveso  far  been   reluctant   to   try  it.   

•    For  someone   who  loves  snow  and  is    

from  Saskatchewan,   crossing  thesalt    

flats  in  northern  Argentina   makes  you    

 

feel  right  at  home.  The  local  busscops    

at  the  edge  ofthe  sale  processing  plant     

and  passengers  loaded  up  with  huge    

bags  of  salt  ... pass  the  tequila?    

Wouldwe  do  chis  again?  Probably,    

especially  now  that  our  lungs  feelclear    

again.  There's  something  about   the     

adventures   and   uncertainties  ofRving    

in  a  foreign  country  that  really  appeals    

to  us  and  Argentina   is  one  ofthe  best    

places  in  the  world  to  explore.  However,    

it  would  be  simpler  and  almost  as    

much  fun tojust  rent  a  car  and  stay  in  a  

posada.  Bythe  way,when  we  returned    

Betsy,  we  found  out   chat  this  was  her    

final  trip  and   that  she  was  being  retired    

and  sold  co  some  American   retirees.We    

wonder  if  there  is  such  aproduct  as  RV    

"Depends"   for  Betsy's leakage  problem    

...  hope  so.    

 

My  husband,Jeff,  and  I  incurred  several    

problems  while  assembling  our   new    

computer  system,  so  we  called  the  help  

desk.  The   man  on   the  phone  started     

 to  talk  to  Jeffin  computer  jargon,  

which  confused   us  even  more.  "Sir;'  my    

husband  politely  said,  "please   explain     

what   I  should   do  as  if  I  werea  four-year  

 old."    

"Okay;'   the  computer   technician   replied.   

"Son,  could  you  please  put   your  n1on1n1y  

on   the  phone?"    
 
 

The  first  thing  I  did  after  being  hired    

as  the  director   oflearning   technology    

at   a  high  school  was  to  change  the  sign    

outside  my  door   -   the  one  that  had  my    

name  followed   bythe  acronym  DOLT.    

Pagel    
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keep  in  mind   that  your  readers  may    

remember  the  past  is  co  cry  and  find    
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2.    Read  some  autobiographies.   

 

obvious  reasons,   chronological    

 

ic.  Take  out   the  extraneous   details,    

The   best  way  co  get  a  feel  for    order  is  the  roost  popular  style  of     cie  up  the  loose   ends,  and  make  sure    

autobiographical  writing  is  co  read    autobiographical   organization.   It's    your  writing   is  crisp  and   readable.   

several  good  autobiographies.   pretty  straightforward:  start   at  the    9.   Preserve  your  work.  Ensure  you  have    

Ask  friends,  family,  and  your  local    beginning,   and  when  you  come  co    at   least   one  copy  in  a  place  which  is    

bookseller  for  recommendations.   

The   more  you  read,   the  more    

the  end,  stop.  A  logical  beginning    

would  be  your  birth,  buc  you  may    

safefrom  fire,  flood  or  other  damage  

 -   you  don't  wane  such  an  important     

approaches   you'll  be  exposed  to,  and    also  wane  co  scare  by  giving  an    work  co  be  lost.  If your  story  is    

while  you  don't  need  to  copy  any  of     overview  of  your  ancestors'   stories.   saved  on  your  computer,   make  sure    

these,  you  can  get   a  lot   ofgood  ideas    Conversely,  sometimes  it  makes    co  print   out   a  hard   copy  and  save  a    

about   how  to  organize  your  story    sense  co  skip  over  your  early  years    backup  copy.  Youmay  even  wane  to    

and  make  it   interesting.    

3.   Think   about   your   audience.  Your     

approach   to  writing  will  be  a  lot     

and  start   sometime  lacer  in  life.   

You  needn't   just  go  through   your    

lifeyear   by  year,  however.  You  may    

back  your  autobiography  up  online.  

 Inmost  cases,   you'll  also  want   co    

have  a  plan  for  passing  on  your    

different   depending   on  who  your    wane  to  organize   your  story  more    autobiography.   You  can  do  chis by    

intended   audience   is.  Ifyou're  just     thematically.  However  you  choose    crying  to  get  the  book  published,    

writing  for  yourself,  and  nobody    co  organize  your  autobiography,    publishing   it  yourself,  or   distributing    

will  ever  see  your  story,   you  can  do    it's  a  good  idea  co  plan  it  out  in  an    copies  co  friends  and  relatives.  Even    

whatever  you  want:  take  shortcuts,    outline.  You  don't  need  co  follow    if  you  decide  not   co  distribute   it    

rant,   ignore  all  the  rules  ofgrammar    

ifyou  want.  Ifyou're  writing  for    

your  outline  when  you  scare  writing,    

but  it   can  be  a  helpful  guide.   

right  away,you  are  going  co  put  lots    

ofwork   into   chisproject,   and  you    

friends  and  family,  you'll  want   co  pay       6.   Jog  your   memory.  The  best   way  co    should   have  a  plan  for  passing  on    

more   attention   to  readability,  bur    

you  can  still  cake  certain  shortcuts    

 your  story  co  your  heirs.   

things  you  have  kept   from  char  time,        10.  Build  a  relationship   using  your    

because  chances  are  your  readers    such  as  photos  and  letters.  They  may    autobiography.   Children   and    

will  already  be  familiar  with   many  of     spark  just  one  memory   or  awhole    grandchildren   will  learn   many  new    

the  characters  and  stories.  Writing    chain   of  chem.  Before  you  scare  co    things  about  you  and  other  people,    

for  publication,   however,  requires  a    write  about  each  stage  in  your   life,    times,   and  places  from  your  life    

more  thorough  approach.  Not   only    cry  to  find  items  you  n1ay  havekept     story.  As  the  writing  process  will    

will you  need  co  edit  the  manuscript     from  each.  Ask  family and  friends    remind  you   ofthese  experiences,    

to  perfection,  but  you'll  also  need  co    if   they  have  saved  anything   of  yours    be  sure  co  be  intentional   about    

 from  chat  time.   

not   know  anything  about   the  people        7.    Start  writing.  \Vhenyou  open    

sharing  some  stories  with  the    

next  generation   too.  For  example,    

or   events   in  your  autobiography.   

4.   Develop  your   theme.   A  story  is    

generally  more  satisfying  ifit  has  a    

 the  floodgates   ofmemory,   you  

will  probably  be  eager  to  capture    

 everything  just  right.  Sic   in  a    

chese  remembrances   will  make  for    

 interesting   phone  conversations   with  

your  family.  Keep  in  mind   that  the    

unifying  theme  or   two.  Rather  than     comfortable  place,  relax,  and  cake    way  you  grew  up  can  be  fascinating    

just  reciting  the  events  ofyour  life    it  one  page  at  a  time.  Be  yourself:   to  your  grandchildren   (outhouses,    

like  a  timeline  in  a  history  book,    you'll  write  faster  and   more    one-room   schoolhouses,  and  life    

chink  about   what  the  main  idea    naturally.  Don't   spend  rime  chinking    before  TV).  Theywill  have  never    

ofyour  story   -   the  driving  force  

ofyour  life  -   is.  Maybe  you're  a    

rags-to-riches  story,  or   maybe   the    

about   style  and  granm1ar,  jusr  write.    

You're  probably  not   crying  co  win  

any  prizes,  and  even  ifyou  are,  don't    

met   interesting   people   like  your  

 parents  or  grandparents.  You  have    

the  power  to  bring  these  people   to    

central  theme   ofyour  life  has  been    let  the  "art  ofwriting"   prevent  you    life  through   your  memories,  and  you    

 the  love  ofyour  spouse.  Think  

about  what's  most  important   co    

you,  and  build  your  story  around    

 from  telling  your  story.  Edit  later.  

8.   Edit   your  completed  work.  Once    

you've  hammered  out  your  life  scory,    

become   a  multi-dimensional   person    

 to  them   asthey  learn  more  about  

when  you  were  a  child,   a  teen,   a    

chat.  Having  a  theme  will  makeyour    let  your  manuscript   sic  for  a  few    young  adult,  a  worker,  a  parent,   and    

story  more  compelling   and  weed  our    weeks  before  proceeding  co  edit  it.   a  grandparent.   

unimportant   details.   You  may  find  it   helpful  co  ask  others    

5.   Organize   your  autobiography.  For    to  read  your  story  and  comment   on     
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